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Tom Torero Daygame
Thank you for reading tom torero daygame. Maybe you have
knowledge that, people have search hundreds times for their
favorite novels like this tom torero daygame, but end up in
harmful downloads.
Rather than reading a good book with a cup of tea in the
afternoon, instead they cope with some harmful virus inside
their laptop.
tom torero daygame is available in our book collection an
online access to it is set as public so you can download it
instantly.
Our books collection spans in multiple locations, allowing you
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to get the most less latency time to download any of our
books like this one.
Merely said, the tom torero daygame is universally compatible
with any devices to read
Beginner's Guide To Daygame Episode 32: Stripped Down
Daygame Hustle On: Daygame Around The World Daygame
As Therapy (Tom Torero's Story) Episode 184: Daygame
Free Solo
Episode 196: Warm Approaching (IOI Daygame)Episode 156:
Older Guy Daygame The Nomad Lifestyle, Minimalism And
PUA With Tom Torero
The First 90 Seconds Of Daygame
Tom Torero: Street HustleBeginner's Guide To Daygame by
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Tom Torero Episode 120: Daygame Simplified (Occam's
Razor)
How to Pickup Women During the Day - An Introduction to
Daygame by Nick Krauser | Full KeynoteThe Opening Series
-- Part 1: Direct Approach \u0026 Tonality
How To Flirt With Two Girls
Pua- The Pickup Artist Episode 123! Gamer girls are so
diffucult ��
Life Before Pickup (Tom Torero's Awkward Photos)10 Ways
To Escape The Matrix Tom Torero Vs Tay Social - Who Has
Better Game?
TOM TORERO, TODD VALENTINE, FAKE INFIELD IN THE
PUA INDUSTRY?How To Approach A Girl In A Coffee Shop
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Monday Evening...A Couple Of Approaches \u0026 Some
Key Insights For Daygame Newbies What To Do On A Date
(Tom Torero Guide) Daygame Is illegal Now??? Tom Torero
Channel Removed Episode 9: Best Daygame Cities Episode
87: London Daygame Model 3.0 Tom Torero's Daygame
Book Launch/Competition Giveaway TOM TORERO
DAYGAME GOT ME A COOL GIRLFRIEND ! How To Text A
Girl (Tom Torero Guide) Episode 20: Solo Daygame Tom
Torero Daygame
Tom Torero THE LONDON DAYGAME MODEL There are
five steps to the LDM you need to learn, one after the other in
order, from approaching her to getting her contact details: 1)
Open 2) Stack 3) Vibe 4) Invest 5) Close The complete LDM
usually takes between 5-10 minutes to complete with any one
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girl. 9 Beginner’s Guide to Daygame 1) Open This means
going up to the girl (or getting her to stop ...
BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO DAYGAME - Tom Torero
Daygame by Tom Torero is 90%+ reports of girls that Tom
picked up doing day-game. It's a long book and less that 10%
of it is advice which is a great shame because the advice
sections which are set on your kindle against a dark
background are all very useful and would make a nice extract
of an ebook. They include some imaginative routines and
insights about improving your social skills. Even a ...
Daygame: A Street Seducer's Story eBook: Torero, Tom ...
Although it's not a technical book, there's a lot of bits of
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knowledge about daygame that can be picked up from the
stories. That, together with his effective style and wit makes it
an enjoyable and easy read. Merged review: Although it's not
a technical book, there's a lot of bits of knowledge about
daygame that can be picked up from the ...
Daygame by Tom Torero - Goodreads
Beginner’s Guide To Daygame (PDF) BUY THE BOOK
ACCESS THE VAULT WATCH THE MOVIE INSTAGRAM.
blacksheepbandit. Mission Complete �� “I used to want to be
rich. Now I want to be fre. Grab Life By The Matterhorn ��
Room with a view. Midlife Crisis. Contraband. Instagram post
17865377008780723. Instagram post 17879185420603808.
Instagram post 18033187663251307. Instagram post ...
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blacksheepbandit - START
Tom Torero is one of the 3 best teachers of game alive. Here
is why: 1. He's a natural teacher, having devoted most of his
adult life to teaching and game. 2.
Daygame by Tom Torero (Paperback) - Lulu
Tom Torero - COMPLETE Videos - New and Deleted
Daygame.com Available now at Coursecui.com, Just pay
129, Here are all the videos from Tom Torero...
Tom Torero - COMPLETE Videos - New and Deleted
Daygame.com
This a review of Tom Torero’s Street Hustle daygame
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textbook. This post is about his book. But maybe more so, it’s
an attempt for me to unpack why I don’t trust or respect that
guy.
Tom Torero is a Thief | Street Hustle Book Review – Days ...
Weekly podcast dedicated to the street hustle of daygame
pickup: how to seduce girls out and about during the day.
Join Tom Torero on his global adventures and be inspired to
grab life by the horns.
The Tom Torero podcast
Tom torero disappeared (and so have other channels). So it's
time to ask what's happening with daygame? So are are any
of you worried about being "caught out" when you approach
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in the daytime and labelled as a weird / creepy dude?
Authenticity, lowering approaches and learning to read the
signals is the answer!
Tom Torero Channels Deleted - What's Happening With
Daygame?
Access to all the ‘ Hustler Insider ‘ & ‘ Hustler VIP ‘ content
above plus Tom Torero’s infield daygame and dating video
collection. Watch Tom live in action picking up girls around
the world on the streets, in coffee shops, stores, parks and
more.
VAULT - blacksheepbandit
Tom Torero Daygame New York. By Tom Torero. July 31,
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2015. Experience. Daygamer tomtorero.com. daygame,
coaching, seduction, pickup, pua, game, attraction, infield.
Education. University of Oxford. University of Oxford
Biological Sciences. View Tom’s full profile. See who you
know in common; Get introduced ; Contact Tom directly; Join
to view full profile People also viewed. Megan Bennett ...
Tom Torero - Daygamer - tomtorero.com | LinkedIn
What is Daygame? Daygame is the art of meeting and
attracting amazing women without going to nightclubs. It
could be while you’re walking down the street, in a clothing
store, at the train station. It usually happens during the day,
hence why it’s called Daygame.
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Home - Daygame.com
Access the video vault: https://blacksheepbandit.com/vault
Get training with Tom: https://blacksheepbandit.com/coaching
Daygame As Therapy (Tom Torero's Story) - YouTube
The Tom Torero Podcast podcast on demand - Weekly
podcast dedicated to the street hustle of daygame pickup:
how to seduce girls out and about during the day. Join Tom
Torero on his global adventures and be inspired to grab life
by the horns.
The Tom Torero Podcast | Listen to Podcasts On Demand
Free ...
The original London Daygame Model was created by
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daygame.com guys (that includes Andy Yosha, Yad, Jon
Matrix and Tom Torero) and was extensively used and
developed by other guys, Nick Krauser being my biggest
influence. Now hundreds or maybe even thousands of active
daygamers all over the world successfully use it.
Introduction to London Daygame Model - tddaygame
Skip to main content. Try Prime Hello, Sign in Account & Lists
Sign in Account & Lists Orders Try Prime Basket
Amazon.co.uk: tom torero
Daygame: A Street Seducer's Story - Kindle edition by
Torero, Tom. Download it once and read it on your Kindle
device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks,
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note taking and highlighting while reading Daygame: A Street
Seducer's Story.
Daygame: A Street Seducer's Story - Kindle edition by ...
Guest Post: Tom Torero’s 2013 Daygame Stats . January 2,
2014 ... Tom seems to paint daygame abroad as a near
impossible thing: harder than in the UK. etc. then why did he
bother and how did he succeed? something tells me ONLY
his new book will show the way!! lol [It’s harder but the girls
are hotter and the lifestyle is more fun. K.] Reply. james April
11, 2014 at 3:06 am Who ever is ...
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"One of the most admired men in the world of seduction" (The
New York Times) teaches average guys how to approach,
attract and begin intimate relationships with beautiful women
For every man who always wondered why some guys have
all the luck, Mystery, considered by many to be the world's
greatest pickup artist, finally reveals his secrets for finding
and forming relationships with some of the world's most
beautiful women. Mystery gained mainstream attention for his
role in Neil Strauss's New York Times bestselling exposé,
The Game. Now he has written the definitive handbook on the
art of the pickup. He developed his unique method over years
of observing social dynamics and interacting with women in
clubs to learn how to overcome the guard shield that many
women use to deflect come-ons from "average frustrated
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chumps." The Mystery Method: How to Get Beautiful Women
Into Bed shares tips such as: *Give more attention to her less
attractive friend at first, so your target will get jealous and try
to win your attention. *Always approach a target within 3
seconds of noticing her. If a woman senses your hesitation,
her perception of your value will be lower. *Don't be picky.
Approach as many groups of people in a bar as you can and
entertain them with fun conversation. As you move about the
room, positive perception of you will grow. Now it's easy to
meet anyone you want. *Smile. Guys who don't get laid, don't
smile.
Are you a man who has had enough of bars, clubs, and late
nights? Are you fed up with online dating? This is a memoir of
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a lonely singleton who turned his love-life around (and upside
down) after he stumbled on DAYGAME, the art of meeting
and attracting women during the daytime."Too Late, Mate?"
tells the true story of a singleton and relationship virgin who
spent most of his adult life bewildered, struggling to figure out
where he was going wrong with women and wondering where
he had misplaced his sex life. In the process he had achieved
the impressive feat of amassing the largest collection of
female friends known to mankind, whilst simultaneously
failing to sleep with any one of them. When all else had failed
- relationship counseling, psychotherapy, the self-help book
industry, secret cults, salsa dancing, tree-hugging - he
stumbled on a bunch of renegade dudes who were experts at
the art of approaching and attracting women during the
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daytime. So began an 18-month journey in which he met
literally hundreds of girls in the street, went on dozens of
dates and even managed to persuade one or two of them
back into his bedroom...Reviews of the 1st Edition: By ZV Oct
10, 2019I purchased 'Too Late, Mate' about a year and a half
ago. I enjoyed it very much as there are similarities to how I
grew up and my experiences in with girls and school as in the
book...Great Read! By Leigh Sep 27, 2019An entertaining &
honest account of a middle-aged man who after a lifetime of
being inept at meeting and dating women, stumbles across
Daygame. Think Crazy Stupid Love meets Dostoevsky i.e. a
fascinating, funny and sometimes painful story where the
processes of learning how to overcome deep-rooted beliefs
about women, masculinity, and relationships through practical
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field training is described together with an introspective
analysis. I enjoyed this book as I think it reflects the
experience of a lot of men, particularly older men, trying to
address this area of their life. I can say that the account of his
journey is authentic as I'm of a similar age and got into
Daygame about the same time. The book is professionally
written which is a rarity in this genre and is equally valid as an
entertaining story or a valuable reference piece. By W A Feb
28, 2018I loved this book!! One of the few books on pickup
I've ever read cover-to-cover. Regardless of whether you're
into pickup or not ("PUA"), this is an engaging, come-frombehind hero tale-- told autobiographically. Mr. Forrest's
humanity comes through in a very self-effacing way, as he
struggles with the ups-and-downs of learning "game" later in
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his life. His maturity and self-doubt on the subject stand in
sharp relief to the swagger of many PUAs whose youth and
brashness consume most of the oxygen on this subject. It's a
bit interesting that Mr. Forrest espoused filmmaking interests
in this book because it actually has all of the essential
storytelling elements of the classic "Hero's Journey" outlined
by Joseph Campbell/Christopher Vogler (would make an
interesting movie, imo). One of the inherent dangers of books
on this subject of seducing women is that a thorough read
potentially lulls its male followers into becoming bloviating
keyboard theorists, not men of action, as notions delude us
into thinking that knowledge somehow supplants or equates
to experience. The reason that I strongly gravitate to the work
of authors/YT'ers like Alex Forrest (and his impish,
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gamesome compadre Tom Torero) is that they have a way of
inspiring me to confront my fears and approach women in my
daily life. And for those gents in their 40's or maybe more,
with natural fears about aging and the what-if's of it all, this
book addresses this older niche that has heretofore been all
but ignored. Bravo, Mr. Forrest, bravo!By Dean Craddock Nov
7, 2017This is a great, high quality read, detailing Alex's
journey into the world of pick-up through daygame.
Follow Alex Forrest, writer of the popular daygame memoir,
"Too Late, Mate?" in this 12-part series of mini-books as he
goes on fifty-two first dates in a year in order to improve his
dating skills and find a partner, applying the teachings of the
pick-up industry in the process. Alongside the entertaining
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stories, this dating memoir also doubles up as a dating
handbook and features special chapters describing in detail
the methods and skills used. Whereas "Too Late, Mate?" (Go
here to obtain the first 25 pages:
http://streetstories.co.uk/product/too-late-mate/) is a
"paperback wing" to help guys to approach girls and get
numbers, the 52 First Dates series is a dating handbook and
a journal of his dating adventures. As well as telling the
stories of these dates, the book includes sections in which he
goes into the detail of the lessons learned and lays out the
skills and techniques employed. During the course of 52 First
Dates Alex Forrest met many of the daygame gurus such as,
Yad, Andy Yosha, Tom Torero, James Tusk, Jon Matrix and
others - many of whom he interviewed for his YouTube
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channel, "Fifty Two First Dates". You can also find the vlogs
and podcasts at: www.streetstories.co.uk . They cover the
real life stories of the actual dates, the successes, the
failures, the adventures in London, Russia, and Poland as
well as many European capitals:"Too Late, Mate?" is
published on www.lulu.com. It charts his journey over 18
months during which he acquired the skills used to approach
women during the daytime. Buy the book here:
https://goo.gl/4Xmw8PHere is the description of that book:
"Are you a man who has had enough of bars, clubs, and late
nights? Are you fed up with online dating? This is a memoir of
a lonely singleton who turned his love-life around (and upside
down) after he stumbled on DAYGAME, the art of meeting
and attracting women during the daytime. "Too Late, Mate?"
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tells the true story of a singleton and relationship virgin who
spent most of his adult life bewildered, struggling to figure out
where he was going wrong with women and wondering where
he had misplaced his sex life. In the process he had achieved
the impressive feat of amassing the largest collection of
female friends known to mankind, whilst simultaneously
failing to sleep with any one of them. When all else had failed
- relationship counseling, psychotherapy, the self-help book
industry, secret cults, salsa dancing, tree-hugging... he
stumbled on a bunch of renegade dudes who were experts at
the art of approaching and attracting women during the
daytime. It transpired that attracting women was not about
waiting for "the one" or "being yourself" but about taking
action. Indeed, taking action was the key to understanding
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the mystery about what women found attractive. So began an
18-month journey in which he met literally hundreds of girls in
the street, went on dozens of dates and EVEN managed to
persuade one or two of them back into his bedroom... All
without ever going anyway near a dating website, bar, or
nightclub."A recent review on Lulu: Dean - 07-Nov-2017This
is a great, high quality read, detailing Alex's journey into the
world of pick-up through daygame. Without wishing to give
too much away he shows that you can get this part of your life
handled at any age if you're willing to put in the work and be
open to trying a new approach. A lot of the successful PUA's
almost seem untouchable when you read about them now.
Alex speaks to the average man about how to get started and
gives hope that anyone can achieve what he has.
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Recommended to anyone, whatever your level, who has any
interest in this field.By W A 28-Feb-2018I loved this book!!
One of the few books on pickup I've ever read cover-to-cover.
Regardless of whether you're into pickup or not ("PUA"), this
is an engaging, come-from-behind hero tale-- told
autobiographically. Mr. Forrest's humanity comes through...
(MORE: https://goo.gl/4Xmw8P)
If you want to play the Game, you've got to know the Rules.
In his international bestseller The Game, Neil Strauss delved
into the secret world of pick-up artists—men who have created
a science out of the art of seduction. Not only did he reveal
the techniques that they had developed, but he became a
master of The Game, and the world's No. 1 PUA, as Style.
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Now, in this bestselling companion, Strauss reduces three
books of life-changing knowledge into a single-volume set.
The first book, The Stylelife Challenge, breaks down the
knowledge he learned and techniques he invented into simple
step-by-step instructions that anyone can follow to meet and
land the women of their dreams. In the second book, Strauss
takes readers into the dark side of The Game. The Style
Diaries offers a series of tales of seduction and sexual
(mis)adventure. From accidentally getting married during a
drunken night in Reykjavik, to luring a famous musician's
granddaughter into a threesome; to the stress and frustration
of the torturous and highly unorthodox "30 Day Sex
Experiment," The Style Diaries takes you further into the
seduction underworld than ever before. Finally, in the all-new,
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updated third volume, Strauss collects the greatest, most
powerful, field-tested, word-for-word routines. You don't need
money, looks, or fame to succeed with women. All you need
is an understanding of how attraction works—and this thirtyday workout program for your social skills, which has already
guided countless men from frustration to fulfillment.
Follow Alex Forrest, writer of the popular daygame memoir,
"Too Late, Mate?" in this 12-part series of mini-books as he
goes on fifty-two first dates in a year in order to improve his
dating skills and find a partner, applying the teachings of the
pick-up industry in the process. Alongside the entertaining
stories, this dating memoir also doubles up as a dating
handbook and features special chapters describing in detail
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the methods and skills used. Whereas "Too Late, Mate?" (Go
here to obtain the first 25 pages:
http://streetstories.co.uk/product/too-late-mate/) is a
"paperback wing" to help guys to approach girls and get
numbers, the 52 First Dates series is a dating handbook and
a journal of his dating adventures. As well as telling the
stories of these dates, the book includes sections in which he
goes into the detail of the lessons learned and lays out the
skills and techniques employed. During the course of 52 First
Dates Alex Forrest met many of the daygame gurus such as,
Yad, Andy Yosha, Tom Torero, James Tusk, Jon Matrix and
others - many of whom he interviewed for his YouTube
channel, "Fifty Two First Dates". You can also find the vlogs
and podcasts at: www.streetstories.co.uk . They cover the
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real life stories of the actual dates, the successes, the
failures, the adventures in London, Russia, and Poland as
well as many European capitals:"Too Late, Mate?" is
published on www.lulu.com. It charts his journey over 18
months during which he acquired the skills used to approach
women during the daytime. Buy the book here:
https://goo.gl/4Xmw8PHere is the description of that book:
"Are you a man who has had enough of bars, clubs, and late
nights? Are you fed up with online dating? This is a memoir of
a lonely singleton who turned his love-life around (and upside
down) after he stumbled on DAYGAME, the art of meeting
and attracting women during the daytime. "Too Late, Mate?"
tells the true story of a singleton and relationship virgin who
spent most of his adult life bewildered, struggling to figure out
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where he was going wrong with women and wondering where
he had misplaced his sex life. In the process he had achieved
the impressive feat of amassing the largest collection of
female friends known to mankind, whilst simultaneously
failing to sleep with any one of them. When all else had failed
- relationship counseling, psychotherapy, the self-help book
industry, secret cults, salsa dancing, tree-hugging... he
stumbled on a bunch of renegade dudes who were experts at
the art of approaching and attracting women during the
daytime. It transpired that attracting women was not about
waiting for "the one" or "being yourself" but about taking
action. Indeed, taking action was the key to understanding
the mystery about what women found attractive. So began an
18-month journey in which he met literally hundreds of girls in
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the street, went on dozens of dates and EVEN managed to
persuade one or two of them back into his bedroom... All
without ever going anyway near a dating website, bar, or
nightclub."A recent review on Lulu: Dean - 07-Nov-2017This
is a great, high quality read, detailing Alex's journey into the
world of pick-up through daygame. Without wishing to give
too much away he shows that you can get this part of your life
handled at any age if you're willing to put in the work and be
open to trying a new approach. A lot of the successful PUA's
almost seem untouchable when you read about them now.
Alex speaks to the average man about how to get started and
gives hope that anyone can achieve what he has.
Recommended to anyone, whatever your level, who has any
interest in this field.By W A 28-Feb-2018I loved this book!!
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One of the few books on pickup I've ever read cover-to-cover.
Regardless of whether you're into pickup or not ("PUA"), this
is an engaging, come-from-behind hero tale-- told
autobiographically. Mr. Forrest's humanity comes through...
(MORE: https://goo.gl/4Xmw8P)
Follow Alex Forrest, writer of the popular daygame memoir,
"Too Late, Mate?" in this 12-part series of mini-books as he
goes on fifty-two first dates in a year in order to improve his
dating skills and find a partner, applying the teachings of the
pick-up industry in the process. Alongside the entertaining
stories, this dating memoir also doubles up as a dating
handbook and features special chapters describing in detail
the methods and skills used. Whereas "Too Late, Mate?" (Go
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here to obtain the first 25 pages:
http://streetstories.co.uk/product/too-late-mate/) is a
"paperback wing" to help guys to approach girls and get
numbers, the 52 First Dates series is a dating handbook and
a journal of his dating adventures. As well as telling the
stories of these dates, the book includes sections in which he
goes into the detail of the lessons learned and lays out the
skills and techniques employed. During the course of 52 First
Dates Alex Forrest met many of the daygame gurus such as,
Yad, Andy Yosha, Tom Torero, James Tusk, Jon Matrix and
others - many of whom he interviewed for his YouTube
channel, "Fifty Two First Dates". You can also find the vlogs
and podcasts at: www.streetstories.co.uk . They cover the
real life stories of the actual dates, the successes, the
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failures, the adventures in London, Russia, and Poland as
well as many European capitals:"Too Late, Mate?" is
published on www.lulu.com. It charts his journey over 18
months during which he acquired the skills used to approach
women during the daytime. Buy the book here:
https://goo.gl/4Xmw8PHere is the description of that book:
"Are you a man who has had enough of bars, clubs, and late
nights? Are you fed up with online dating? This is a memoir of
a lonely singleton who turned his love-life around (and upside
down) after he stumbled on DAYGAME, the art of meeting
and attracting women during the daytime. "Too Late, Mate?"
tells the true story of a singleton and relationship virgin who
spent most of his adult life bewildered, struggling to figure out
where he was going wrong with women and wondering where
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he had misplaced his sex life. In the process he had achieved
the impressive feat of amassing the largest collection of
female friends known to mankind, whilst simultaneously
failing to sleep with any one of them. When all else had failed
- relationship counseling, psychotherapy, the self-help book
industry, secret cults, salsa dancing, tree-hugging... he
stumbled on a bunch of renegade dudes who were experts at
the art of approaching and attracting women during the
daytime. It transpired that attracting women was not about
waiting for "the one" or "being yourself" but about taking
action. Indeed, taking action was the key to understanding
the mystery about what women found attractive. So began an
18-month journey in which he met literally hundreds of girls in
the street, went on dozens of dates and EVEN managed to
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persuade one or two of them back into his bedroom... All
without ever going anyway near a dating website, bar, or
nightclub."A recent review on Lulu: Dean - 07-Nov-2017This
is a great, high quality read, detailing Alex's journey into the
world of pick-up through daygame. Without wishing to give
too much away he shows that you can get this part of your life
handled at any age if you're willing to put in the work and be
open to trying a new approach. A lot of the successful PUA's
almost seem untouchable when you read about them now.
Alex speaks to the average man about how to get started and
gives hope that anyone can achieve what he has.
Recommended to anyone, whatever your level, who has any
interest in this field.By W A 28-Feb-2018I loved this book!!
One of the few books on pickup I've ever read cover-to-cover.
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Regardless of whether you're into pickup or not ("PUA"), this
is an engaging, come-from-behind hero tale-- told
autobiographically. Mr. Forrest's humanity comes through...
(MORE: https://goo.gl/4Xmw8P)
Follow Alex Forrest, writer of the popular daygame memoir,
"Too Late, Mate?" in this 12-part series of mini-books as he
goes on fifty-two first dates in a year in order to improve his
dating skills and find a partner, applying the teachings of the
pick-up industry in the process. Alongside the entertaining
stories, this dating memoir also doubles up as a dating
handbook and features special chapters describing in detail
the methods and skills used. Whereas "Too Late, Mate?" (Go
here to obtain the first 25 pages:
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http://streetstories.co.uk/product/too-late-mate/) is a
"paperback wing" to help guys to approach girls and get
numbers, the 52 First Dates series is a dating handbook and
a journal of his dating adventures. As well as telling the
stories of these dates, the book includes sections in which he
goes into the detail of the lessons learned and lays out the
skills and techniques employed. During the course of 52 First
Dates Alex Forrest met many of the daygame gurus such as,
Yad, Andy Yosha, Tom Torero, James Tusk, Jon Matrix and
others - many of whom he interviewed for his YouTube
channel, "Fifty Two First Dates". You can also find the vlogs
and podcasts at: www.streetstories.co.uk . They cover the
real life stories of the actual dates, the successes, the
failures, the adventures in London, Russia, and Poland as
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well as many European capitals:"Too Late, Mate?" is
published on www.lulu.com. It charts his journey over 18
months during which he acquired the skills used to approach
women during the daytime. Buy the book here:
https://goo.gl/4Xmw8PHere is the description of that book:
"Are you a man who has had enough of bars, clubs, and late
nights? Are you fed up with online dating? This is a memoir of
a lonely singleton who turned his love-life around (and upside
down) after he stumbled on DAYGAME, the art of meeting
and attracting women during the daytime. "Too Late, Mate?"
tells the true story of a singleton and relationship virgin who
spent most of his adult life bewildered, struggling to figure out
where he was going wrong with women and wondering where
he had misplaced his sex life. In the process he had achieved
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the impressive feat of amassing the largest collection of
female friends known to mankind, whilst simultaneously
failing to sleep with any one of them. When all else had failed
- relationship counseling, psychotherapy, the self-help book
industry, secret cults, salsa dancing, tree-hugging... he
stumbled on a bunch of renegade dudes who were experts at
the art of approaching and attracting women during the
daytime. It transpired that attracting women was not about
waiting for "the one" or "being yourself" but about taking
action. Indeed, taking action was the key to understanding
the mystery about what women found attractive. So began an
18-month journey in which he met literally hundreds of girls in
the street, went on dozens of dates and EVEN managed to
persuade one or two of them back into his bedroom... All
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without ever going anyway near a dating website, bar, or
nightclub."A recent review on Lulu: Dean - 07-Nov-2017This
is a great, high quality read, detailing Alex's journey into the
world of pick-up through daygame. Without wishing to give
too much away he shows that you can get this part of your life
handled at any age if you're willing to put in the work and be
open to trying a new approach. A lot of the successful PUA's
almost seem untouchable when you read about them now.
Alex speaks to the average man about how to get started and
gives hope that anyone can achieve what he has.
Recommended to anyone, whatever your level, who has any
interest in this field.By W A 28-Feb-2018I loved this book!!
One of the few books on pickup I've ever read cover-to-cover.
Regardless of whether you're into pickup or not ("PUA"), this
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is an engaging, come-from-behind hero tale-- told
autobiographically. Mr. Forrest's humanity comes through...
(MORE: https://goo.gl/4Xmw8P)
Follow Alex Forrest, writer of the popular daygame memoir,
"Too Late, Mate?" in this 12-part series of mini-books as he
goes on fifty-two first dates in a year in order to improve his
dating skills and find a partner, applying the teachings of the
pick-up industry in the process. Alongside the entertaining
stories, this dating memoir also doubles up as a dating
handbook and features special chapters describing in detail
the methods and skills used. Whereas "Too Late, Mate?" (Go
here to obtain the first 25 pages:
http://streetstories.co.uk/product/too-late-mate/) is a
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"paperback wing" to help guys to approach girls and get
numbers, the 52 First Dates series is a dating handbook and
a journal of his dating adventures. As well as telling the
stories of these dates, the book includes sections in which he
goes into the detail of the lessons learned and lays out the
skills and techniques employed. During the course of 52 First
Dates Alex Forrest met many of the daygame gurus such as,
Yad, Andy Yosha, Tom Torero, James Tusk, Jon Matrix and
others - many of whom he interviewed for his YouTube
channel, "Fifty Two First Dates". You can also find the vlogs
and podcasts at: www.streetstories.co.uk . They cover the
real life stories of the actual dates, the successes, the
failures, the adventures in London, Russia, and Poland as
well as many European capitals:"Too Late, Mate?" is
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published on www.lulu.com. It charts his journey over 18
months during which he acquired the skills used to approach
women during the daytime. Buy the book here:
https://goo.gl/4Xmw8PHere is the description of that book:
"Are you a man who has had enough of bars, clubs, and late
nights? Are you fed up with online dating? This is a memoir of
a lonely singleton who turned his love-life around (and upside
down) after he stumbled on DAYGAME, the art of meeting
and attracting women during the daytime. "Too Late, Mate?"
tells the true story of a singleton and relationship virgin who
spent most of his adult life bewildered, struggling to figure out
where he was going wrong with women and wondering where
he had misplaced his sex life. In the process he had achieved
the impressive feat of amassing the largest collection of
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female friends known to mankind, whilst simultaneously
failing to sleep with any one of them. When all else had failed
- relationship counseling, psychotherapy, the self-help book
industry, secret cults, salsa dancing, tree-hugging... he
stumbled on a bunch of renegade dudes who were experts at
the art of approaching and attracting women during the
daytime. It transpired that attracting women was not about
waiting for "the one" or "being yourself" but about taking
action. Indeed, taking action was the key to understanding
the mystery about what women found attractive. So began an
18-month journey in which he met literally hundreds of girls in
the street, went on dozens of dates and EVEN managed to
persuade one or two of them back into his bedroom... All
without ever going anyway near a dating website, bar, or
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nightclub."A recent review on Lulu: Dean - 07-Nov-2017This
is a great, high quality read, detailing Alex's journey into the
world of pick-up through daygame. Without wishing to give
too much away he shows that you can get this part of your life
handled at any age if you're willing to put in the work and be
open to trying a new approach. A lot of the successful PUA's
almost seem untouchable when you read about them now.
Alex speaks to the average man about how to get started and
gives hope that anyone can achieve what he has.
Recommended to anyone, whatever your level, who has any
interest in this field.By W A 28-Feb-2018I loved this book!!
One of the few books on pickup I've ever read cover-to-cover.
Regardless of whether you're into pickup or not ("PUA"), this
is an engaging, come-from-behind hero tale-- told
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autobiographically. Mr. Forrest's humanity comes through...
(MORE: https://goo.gl/4Xmw8P)
Women are dangerous. Good, yet naive, men routinely wreck
their lives because they “stick their dick in a blender” — having
sex with the wrong kinds of women. STDs, unplanned
pregnancies, false accusations, mental health headcases,
and divorce make chasing skirts a dangerous game. While
lesser men retreat from the pursuit of women into the pixelpowered pleasure world, you have faith that your hunt for a
virtuous woman will be fruitful. You can’t take a time-machine
back to a more decent age to find a marriageable woman.
You’re not ready to give up on your genetic purpose and start
banging sex robots, but you’re tired of the transient,
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meaningless flings with mediocre women. You’re likely
underestimating just how risky sex, a relationship, or marriage
is with the modern woman. But you’re also underestimating
just how rewarding it is to win the commitment of “a nice girl”
— a truly feminine woman, not at war with the natural order —
and intertwine your essence with hers. "Don’t Stick Your Dick
in a Blender” is an irreverent, politically incorrect exposition of
the state of dating in the current year. And a playbook of
counter-intuitive approaches, advanced social dynamics
lifehacks, along with filtering strategies for avoiding the timewasters and inglorious skanks. How to meet a nice girl…
Meeting a wife-material woman - Yes, it’s still possible!
Dating post-COVID-19 - The global pandemic/plandemic has
changed the game, you must adapt. The truth about marrying
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an exotic foreign woman - Is it for you? Online dating Navigating the digital minefield of fakers, flakes, liars, and
scams. Mindset demystified - Deprogramming the
mainstream (and counter-culture) mindsets that cost you love.
Dating abroad - How to do it without getting royally screwed.
Avoiding the friend zone - Advanced persuasion and sexual
signaling methods. Seducing a virgin - Why this really matters
and how to do it... Eliciting yielding Yin energy - Inspiring a
woman to adopt your values. Cultivating her devotion - Get
laid like a “lover” and get respect like a patriarchal provider.
Tantric “sex hacks” - Up your bedroom skills with an arsenal
of holistic biohacks (both ancient and cutting-edge) for lifechanging sex. Losing your virginity - Perhaps you’re a
frustrated virgin or “Incel” disappointed with all the crappy
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advice about how to lose your virginity. 33 steps are broken
down for meaningfully losing your virginity. And in these
pages, you’ll get the “red pills” on dating, sex, and the fairer
sex without the hopelessness and cynicism. You’ll learn
about the four red flags of a “blender” — deal-breakers that
should make you back away slowly from a woman. You’ll
learn what qualifies as a virtuous woman who you might have
a future with. And, why there’s a lot of reasons to be
optimistic about finding love and even getting married one
day. This book is also a story of hope and redemption, the
memoir of a reformed pickup artist who “enjoyed the decline”
all the way from America and Colombia to Ukraine and found
edifying joy and meaning between the voluptuous thighs of a
beautiful Bulgarian woman on the edge of Europe.
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Follow Alex Forrest, writer of the popular daygame memoir,
"Too Late, Mate?" in this 12-part series of mini-books as he
goes on fifty-two first dates in a year in order to improve his
dating skills and find a partner, applying the teachings of the
pick-up industry in the process. Alongside the entertaining
stories, this dating memoir also doubles up as a dating
handbook and features special chapters describing in detail
the methods and skills used. Whereas "Too Late, Mate?" (Go
here to obtain the first 25 pages:
http://streetstories.co.uk/product/too-late-mate/) is a
"paperback wing" to help guys to approach girls and get
numbers, the 52 First Dates series is a dating handbook and
a journal of his dating adventures. As well as telling the
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stories of these dates, the book includes sections in which he
goes into the detail of the lessons learned and lays out the
skills and techniques employed. During the course of 52 First
Dates Alex Forrest met many of the daygame gurus such as,
Yad, Andy Yosha, Tom Torero, James Tusk, Jon Matrix and
others - many of whom he interviewed for his YouTube
channel, "Fifty Two First Dates". You can also find the vlogs
and podcasts at: www.streetstories.co.uk . They cover the
real life stories of the actual dates, the successes, the
failures, the adventures in London, Russia, and Poland as
well as many European capitals:"Too Late, Mate?" is
published on www.lulu.com. It charts his journey over 18
months during which he acquired the skills used to approach
women during the daytime. Buy the book here:
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https://goo.gl/4Xmw8PHere is the description of that book:
"Are you a man who has had enough of bars, clubs, and late
nights? Are you fed up with online dating? This is a memoir of
a lonely singleton who turned his love-life around (and upside
down) after he stumbled on DAYGAME, the art of meeting
and attracting women during the daytime. "Too Late, Mate?"
tells the true story of a singleton and relationship virgin who
spent most of his adult life bewildered, struggling to figure out
where he was going wrong with women and wondering where
he had misplaced his sex life. In the process he had achieved
the impressive feat of amassing the largest collection of
female friends known to mankind, whilst simultaneously
failing to sleep with any one of them. When all else had failed
- relationship counseling, psychotherapy, the self-help book
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industry, secret cults, salsa dancing, tree-hugging... he
stumbled on a bunch of renegade dudes who were experts at
the art of approaching and attracting women during the
daytime. It transpired that attracting women was not about
waiting for "the one" or "being yourself" but about taking
action. Indeed, taking action was the key to understanding
the mystery about what women found attractive. So began an
18-month journey in which he met literally hundreds of girls in
the street, went on dozens of dates and EVEN managed to
persuade one or two of them back into his bedroom... All
without ever going anyway near a dating website, bar, or
nightclub."A recent review on Lulu: Dean - 07-Nov-2017This
is a great, high quality read, detailing Alex's journey into the
world of pick-up through daygame. Without wishing to give
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too much away he shows that you can get this part of your life
handled at any age if you're willing to put in the work and be
open to trying a new approach. A lot of the successful PUA's
almost seem untouchable when you read about them now.
Alex speaks to the average man about how to get started and
gives hope that anyone can achieve what he has.
Recommended to anyone, whatever your level, who has any
interest in this field.By W A 28-Feb-2018I loved this book!!
One of the few books on pickup I've ever read cover-to-cover.
Regardless of whether you're into pickup or not ("PUA"), this
is an engaging, come-from-behind hero tale-- told
autobiographically. Mr. Forrest's humanity comes through...
(MORE: https://goo.gl/4Xmw8P)
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